Abstract
Introduction
Power consumption in CMOS VLSI circuits has added a new dimension to the design space. In addition to area and time, power has become an important design parameter. The advent of portable, wireless computing has increased the need for low power high performance compute intensive VLSI circuits. Power estimation at high levels of abstraction is fast but at the cost of accuracy, at low levels of abstraction, the speed is slower but accurate. The power estimation techniques in general reflect a trade-of between accuracy and speed. Power consumption in CMOS circuits can be classified into two components, (i) static and (ii) dynamic component. The dynamic component can be further classified into two components: (a) short-circuit and (b) switching component. The short circuit and the static components of power can be made negligible by good selection of devices and using a well designed circuit. The power equation for the switching component can be given as is the operating frequency, is the output load capacitance and «´Üµ is the switching activity at the output of node Ü.
The switching activity at each node can be estimated knowing the structural details of the circuit obtained either from a gate-level net-list or from a structural VHDL code. In this paper, we propose a new simulative method for switching activity estimation of circuits modeled and simulated as Petri nets. While the proposed method yields same results as known commercial simulators such as Avanti HSPICE and Synopsys PowerMill, it is much faster in terms of execution time.
Related work
Numerous works have appeared in the literature on average power estimation. The methods for average power estimation can be broadly classified as (i) simulative and (ii) non-simulative. In simulative approaches, the circuit is simulated for different input sequences and the average power is calculated as an average of the simulated values. Exhaustive simulation is accurate and takes care of spatial and temporal correlations within the circuit, however it can be time consuming. The non-simulative approaches can be classified as (i) probabilistic and (ii) statistical. In probabilistic techniques, the input probabilities are propagated through the circuit and the switching probability at each node is computed. Probabilistic techniques are weakly pattern dependent. They are fast and tractable but typically involve assumptions about joint distributions. In statistical techniques, a circuit is simulated for a small set of vectors and the output is monitored. A stopping criteria is used to determine whether the simulations are to be stopped. Examples of power estimation works that assume a zero delay model can be found in [2, 10, 16, 17, 21] . A few probabilistic and statistical methods for real delay power estimation have been presented in [5, 12, 19, 22, 18] . When characterizing modules for RT-level power estimation, the accuracy of the power estimate is important, making simulation approaches still beneficial. Next, we briefly visit related works in real-delay simulation for power estimation.
In [1] , a new methodology based on the current limited model is proposed. The maximum error in this methodology was about 10%. In [20] , a switch level simulation based methodology has been presented. In [3] , a novel event driven delay simulation method using a time parallel simulator is described. A new glitch modeling technique for logic simulation is presented in [13, 14] . The most important features of this model are the enhanced scheduling of glitch events and the prediction of peak glitch voltages. The source of error in accuracy is the error in activity estimation, which increases dramatically with circuit depth. In [9] , a fast and accurate estimate of the average power consumed by the circuit based on a toggle count mechanism has been presented. The toggle information obtained is not exact for circuits with high depth. This leads to discrepancies in the power estimate. The methodology has been compared with HSPICE and PowerMill.
In this paper, we propose a new technique based on Petri nets for real-delay switching activity estimation. Petri nets have developed over the last two decades for representing and analyzing concurrent systems. A Petri net is a marked directed graph whose nodes represent either a place or a transition. This structure essentially models the gate-level circuit description in a compact manner taking into consideration, the various correlations that occur in a circuit. The first step is to construct a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based on the logical structure of the circuit. Each gate and fan-out net in the circuit is modeled as a node in the DAG. We call this DAG as Gate Signal Directed Acyclic Graph (GSDAG). The GSDAG is converted into a Petri net for simulation.
Petri Nets Basics
Petri nets consist of set of places (P) and a set of transitions (T). "The states of the model are represented as places, the passive components" and "The action oriented to the states of the model are represented as transitions, the active components". The places and transitions are connected by arcs (A). The arcs are directed and can only connect a transition with a place or vice-versa. A transition is said to be enabled if there are enough tokens in each of the input places as specified by the arcs connecting the input places to the transition. An enabled transition can fire if the other conditions associated with the transition are satisfied. Using the concept of Colored Petri nets (CP-nets) from [7] , Hierarchical Colored Petri nets (HCP-nets) from [6] and Hardware Petri nets (HP-nets) from [15] , we define a new kind of Petri net called Hierarchical Colored Hardware Petri nets (HCHP-nets), so we give a brief overview of CP-nets, HCP-nets and HP-nets first. HCP-nets are an extension of CP-nets and so the definitions for CP-nets also hold for HCP-nets. The three basic elements of CP-nets are places, transition and arcs. The current state of a Petri net is the distribution of tokens to the places in the Petri net. An arc directed from a place to a transition and from a place to a transition is called an input-arc and output-arc of a transition respectively. The initial state of the CP-net is called the initial-marking. CP-nets in addition have type and color (C) information attached to places and tokens in the net. The arcs have expressions attached to them called arc-expressions (E). A transition in a HCP-net is enabled if it is possible to bind the variables in such a way that the arcexpressions of all the input arcs evaluate to tokens present at the corresponding input places. The transition can in addition have Boolean expressions called Guard-expressions (G) , that need to evaluate to "true" in-order that the transition fires. It is difficult to model large systems as a single large CP-net. To alleviate this problem the concept of Hierarchical Colored Petri nets [6] is being used. The concept of Hardware Petri nets (HP-nets) [15] has been used to model asynchronous circuits. Now to define a HCHPnet we need certain mathematical terms such as multi-sets, Time sets and relation. 
where, Ú is the variables in the Petri net, Î Ö ´Øµµ is the set of variables associated with the Guard-expression (G), is the arcs in the Petri net, ´Øµ is the set of arcs associated with transition Ø and ´ µ is the arc-expressions associated with arc .
In this work, we have modified the HP-nets and HCPnets to define a new kind of Petri nets as Hierarchical Colored Hardware Petri nets (HCHP-nets). In order to obtain the switching activity of a circuit under a real-delay model, we need to add the factor of time in to the Petri net. The important feature that need to be distinguishing here is realtime and simulated time. Real Time: Real world physical time in which the simulator executes. Simulated Time: The time that is built into the model to incorporate timing features. The features of HCHP-nets are: (i) each of the places can store only one token at any point in time.
(ii) when a transition fires, the operation that is associated with the gate that is being fired is performed. (iii) besides the weight on the arcs, functions are defined on the arcs to create additional firing conditions related to the markings on the places they are connected with. Additional firing conditions are attached to each transition to specify delay equivalent of the gates or the interconnect. (iv) each token has a time stamp and is called a timed token. The timed token is available only after the clock time of the simulator is greater than or equal to the the time stamp on the token.
The HCHP-nets in addition to the components defined in the previous section has a set of substitution transitions, that relates a simple transition to a more complex CP-net. A non-hierarchical CP-nets in a HCHP-net is called page. Each non-hierarchical CP-net (page) has a set of input and output ports that are places which specify the input and output types of the page. The places connected to the substitution transition in a hierarchical CP-net, must be related to the port places in the non-hierarchical CP-net. HCHP-nets can be defined mathematically as, Definition 4: A HCHP-net is defined as a tuple,
where, (i) PG is a finite set of pages such that each of the pages is a non-hierarchical CP-net, and none of the pages have any net element in common,
(ii) Ë Ì is a set of substitution transitions, (iii) È Ç È is a set of port nodes. A port node is a place in the page with either a set of input-arcs or a set of output-arcs, (iv) PA is a port assignment function. It defines the relation between the socket nodes (the places attached to the substitution transition) with the port nodes of the page, The sets of all markings is denoted by M.
Definition 8: Event´Ø
µ specifies the possibility of the firing of a transition t by removing tokens from the input places and adding tokens to the output places . The set of all events is the Event set Ë . ¾ S, we say that t is enabled in M for binding b. Wheń Ø ½ ½ µ ´Ø ¾ ¾ µ ¾ and´Ø ½ ½ µ ´Ø ¾ ¾ µ we then say that´Ø ½ ½ µ and´Ø ¾ ¾ µ are concurrently enabled. After the transition is enabled, it is not necessary that the transition must fire, this is because of the time factor involved, which leads to the definition of enabling time. where Å´Ôµ and Å ´Ôµ is the marking of place Ô before and after the firing of transition Ø. The value Û is the weight of the arc from place Ô to transition Ø.
Switching Activity Modeling for real-delay using Petri Nets
To model switching activity estimation using Petri nets, we first represent the the gate-level combinational circuit as a GSDAG. We illustrate this with an example using c17 an ISCAS circuit with 6 gates as shown 
Figure 1. c17 ISCAS Combinational Circuit
The circuit shown in Figure 1 , has 6 gates marked G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6 and we are interested in capturing the switching activity at the output of each gate marked A, B, C, D, E, F. In order to model the switching activity at each of the gates outputs we need to consider the input to each of the gates. First we represent the circuit as a DAG where each gate in the circuit is represented as a node and each signal in the circuit as an arc. To calculate the switching activity in the circuit we need to calculate the number of times the output of the gate switches from either 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. The DAG thus obtained is represented as a GSDAG structure, where in addition to the nodes for each gate, each signal is also a node. The GSDAG corresponding to the circuit shown in Figure 1 is given in Figure 2 . To represent multiple fan-outs, we have a node for each output from the gate. Each of the gates in the GSDAG is replaced by a transition and the signals are replaced by a place. The new structure thus formed is a Petri net.
The Petri net thus obtained from the GSDAG is transformed into a a HCHP-net. The places in a HCHP-net have a type function specifying the type of tokens the place is associated with. Each transition is either associated with a SML [11] code or is replaced as a substitution transition Simulation is a technique for analyzing a system using controlled experiments. It is a very powerful technique and doesn't have any additional restraints. Since we are using Petri nets to actually study the properties in a circuit simulation analysis of the HCHP-nets, it is the fastest and best method to estimate the switching activity in the circuit. To calculate the toggle information, we need to calculate the various instances at which the gate switches from either ¼ to ½ or from ½ to ¼. A transition fires in a HCHP-net only when an event occurs i.e., the transition if enabled for firing. The coded segments added to the transition are used to determine the occurrence of a switch. The information obtained from the transition firing specifies the number of times the transition occurs at the output of a gate. The information from all the gates is calculated to determine the switching activity of the circuit. Thus we get a direct relationship between the transition firing in the Petri net and the switching activity in the circuit. Figure 4 gives the block diagram of the switching activ-ity estimation tool using HCHP-nets. The input to the tool is the gate-level net-list of the circuit whose switching activity needs to be estimated, the accurate delay for each of the gates being used in the circuit and the input vectors to be simulated. The first step in the tool is the conversion of the net-list into a GSDAG. The GSDAG thus obtained is now passed on to the second step, where the GSDAG is converted into a HCHP-net with the necessary code segments, substitution transition, color functions, hierarchy and delay element. The HCHP-net thus obtained is given to the Design/CPN tool [11] , to perform the simulation. The toggle information is thus generated, which is the switching activity of the circuit. In the next section experimental results for various benchmark circuits have been provided and a comparison of the time taken for the simulation of different vector sizes is given. 
Experimental Results
The complete ISCAS '85 combinational benchmark circuits have been mapped to the proposed HCHP-nets. The average switching activity in each of the circuits has been estimated as specified in the previous sections. We have used Design/CPN [4, 11] , a Colored Petri net simulation and analysis tool for performing the simulation of the HCHP-nets. Also, the proposed methodology is compared with other circuit level simulators like HSPICE and PowerMill. The ISCAS '85 suite of benchmark circuits are combinational circuits consisting of the basic gates, like AND, OR, NAND, NOR, NOT, EXOR, BUFF. The ISCAS circuits include gates with a large number of inputs, these gates have been modified to include gates with only two, three and four input gates, and preserving the logic structure in the original gate. The switching activity at the output of each of the gates is thus accurately calculated. It is important to note that the switching activity values generated by our method produced the exact same results as those from HSPICE and PowerMill. This indicates the accuracy of the proposed approach. SPICE files were generated for the modified ISCAS '85 benchmark circuits to be given as input to HSPICE and PowerMill. For HCHP-nets, the delay values were calculated using HSPICE. The input files for HSPICE and PowerMill are SPICE files which were generated using MOSIS 1.0 standard cell technology. The Design/CPN tool was used to implement the HCHP-nets and estimate the switching activity at the gate-level. The segmentation for the hierarchical Petri net is made such that the number of arcs between segments is kept to a minimum, this has been done to lower the complexity of the hierarchical Petri net. A random set of 10000 vectors were generated to be given as input stimulus to both PowerMill and HCHP-nets. Due to the time constraint placed by HSPICE, it was not possible to simulate a large sequence of 10000 vectors. Hence, a smaller sequence of 100 vectors was used to calculate the time taken per vector for all the three models. The results of the proposed methodology has been compared with HSPICE and PowerMill. Table 1 describes the ISCAS '85 circuits. The simulations were performed on a single processor Sun Ultra 2 workstation with 128 M RAM and a 200 MHz processor. In Table 1 , the performance of the HCHP-net simulations are compared with that of HSPICE and PowerMill simulations, based on the per-pattern simulation time. The works presented in [1, 9, 14, 13, 20] , provide only power estimates and since our work yields only switching activity values, it is not possible to compare the results. The work reported in [3] gives comparison only as a relative metric and thus cannot be compared. From the table it can be seen that the HCHP-nets have an average speedup of 51% over PowerMill. The switching activity values produced by the HCHP-net simulator were exactly same as the ones produced by the other two methods and hence are not listed. It should be noted that the interconnect delays were neglected in this work and the delays were taken from HSPICE. Table 2 gives the time required for simulating HCHP-nets for different sizes of vector sequences.
Conclusions
This paper introduces a real-delay simulator for switching activity estimation at the gate-level based on a fast simulation analysis using Hierarchical Colored Hardware Petri nets. The modeling is exact and captures all the correlations in the circuit. In this work, we have assumed that the interconnect delays to be zero which is true for sub-micron designs, but for deep sub-micron designs, this model will fail completely. The future focus of this work is towards developing a complete gate-level real-delay switching activity estimation tool including both interconnect and gate delays. We also propose to extend the model to sequential circuits.
